Wykeham Primary School
Spanish Overview 2018-2019

Autumn Term
Unit 1







Say hello and goodbye
Say how we feel and ask others
Say our name and ask others
Introduce members of our family
Count from 1 to 10 in Spanish
Say how old we are

Spring Term
Unit 3









Year 3

Unit 2






Sing a traditional song in Spanish
Follow classroom instructions
Counting to 20 in Spanish
Say ‘I prefer’
Skype session with Spanish school pupils

Recognise days of the week
Recognise months
Count to 30
Ask and answer questions
Use day and month vocabulary
Use names for food
Use verbs
Ask questions using ‘¿Puedo ...?’

Unit 4







Recognise common colours
Name parts of the body
Recognise masculine and feminine
adjectives
Describe ourselves;
Add detail to descriptions and describe
others

Summer Term
Unit 5








Say names of farm animals, add ‘s’ to
make plural
Describe animals
Use more adjectives
Revise colours
Read and listen to a story in Spanish
Retell a story

Unit 6







Name vegetables
Say ‘I like’ ‘I don’t like’
Revise numbers;
Say ‘I would like’
Learn a traditional story in Spanish
Retell and perform a story in Spanish
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Autumn Term
Unit 7








Use the points of the compass
Say how we travel to school
Recognise Spanish speaking countries
Ask and answer questions about the
weather
Describe the weekly weather forecast
Ask and answer questions about where
we’re going

Spring Term
Unit 9








Give instructions with the imperative.
Count to 100
Use adjectives
Recognise verbs
Use adjectives with masculine or feminine
nouns
Retell a well-known story in Spanish

Summer Term
Unit 11








Say where we live
Ask and answer questions about where
we live
Tell the time using the 24-hour clock
Practise using more adjectives
Use adverbs
Ask and answer questions to describe
ourselves

Year 4
Unit 8









Count to thirty-nine
Count using euros and ask how much
something costs
Give the price of toys
Express an opinion: likes and dislike
Say I would like …
Express more opinions
Skype session with Spanish school pupils

Unit 10









Name ingredients in a fruit salad
Express likes and dislikes about fruit
Ask and answer questions about healthy
foods
Name popular sports and express an
opinion
Say which sports we play
Write a sports diary

Unit 12








Understand telephone numbers
Describe the temperature
Say what we are wearing
Use adjectives to describe clothes
Use adjectives and verbs to give
descriptions
Write a more detailed profile
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Autumn Term
Unit 13







Name everyday foods
Write and pronounce plural words
Use past tense
Express preferences
Follow instructions in a recipe
Understand different celebrations

Unit 14

Spring Term
Unit 15







Understand the Spanish alphabet
Tell the time accurately
Name places we find in a town
Recognise left and right
Ask for directions
Understand and give directions

Unit 16

Year 5








Name different musical instruments
Ask and answer questions
Describe different types of music
Express an opinion
Ask how much everyday items cost
Prepare questions for an interview
Skype session with Spanish school pupils







Use adjectives to describe a beach
Use verbs to explain what we wear
Describe activities at the beach
Use verbs in the plural
Name things that live in the sea

Summer Term
Unit 17







Recognise names for the seasons
Use prepositions
Describe weather using past tense
Describe the seasons
Use adjectives; describe characters
Retell a Spanish story about the sea.

Unit 18







Practice using adjectives
Origins of the days of the week
Describe distances
Use adjectives to give explanations
Give accurate descriptions people
Prepare and perform a short dialogue
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Autumn Term
Unit 19








Year 6

Describe school surroundings
Describe common classroom items
Use verbs to describe what we do in
school
Tell the time accurately to five minutes
Express opinions
Describe activities in the past

Unit 20








Use prepositions
Know about other European countries
Use masculine and feminine
Use more plurals; use comparatives
Use the superlative
Describe a different country
Skype session with Spanish school pupils

Spring Term
Unit 21







Use adjectives
Give a preference
Everyday items used at the table
Mealtimes in Spain
Understand a Spanish menu
Order food in Spanish

Unit 22








Use numbers to 1,000
Speak and write dates
Name local shops
Use connectives
Describe using the past tense: había
Use the past tense
Write descriptions using the past tense

Summer Term
Unit 23






Express opinions
Tell a story using the past tense
Give and explain opinions
Practice using the past tense
Write using present and past tenses

Unit 24







Compare Spanish newspapers
Give opinions on newspapers
Describe computers
Read TV schedules
Explore newspaper headlines
Write a news report
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